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Abstract. From the very first multimessenger event of GW170817, clean robust constraints can be obtained for the tidal deforma-
bilities of the two stars involved in the merger, which provides us unique opportunity to study the equation of states (EOSs) of
dense stellar matter. In this contribution, we employ a model from the quark level, describing consistently a nucleon and many-
body nucleonic system from a quark potential. We check that our sets of EOSs are consistent with available experimental and
observational constraints at both sub-nuclear saturation densities and higher densities. The agreements with ab-initio calculations
are also good. Especially, we tune the density dependence of the symmetry energy (characterized by its slope at nuclear saturation
L) and study its influence on the tidal deformability. The so-called QMF18 EOS is named after the case of L = 40 MeV, and it
gives MTOV = 2.08 M and R = 11.77 km, Λ = 331 for a 1.4 M star. The tidal signals are demonstrated to be insensitive to the
uncertainty on the crust-core matching, despite the good correlation between the symmetry energy slope and the radius of the star.
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the development of many-body theories of nuclear matter, there is a possibility that the long-standing, open
problem of the equation of state (EOS) of dense matter can be understood, by confronting laboratory measurements of
nuclear properties & reactions (e.g., RIBLL at HIRFL, HIRA at NSCL, CEE at HIAF, CBM at FAIR) and observations
in astronomy (e.g., HXMT [1], eXTP [2, 3], SVOM [4], SKA [5], FAST [6], Urumqi, Lijiang [7], NICER [8]),
especially after the recent multimessenger observations of neutron-star (NS) merger GW170817 [9, 10].
The tidal deformability Λ describes the amount of induced mass quadrupole moment when reacting to a certain
external tidal field [12, 13]. It is normalized with a factor of R5 from the second Love number k2, being R the NS
radius. k2 also has a dependence on R (see, e.g., [14, 15, 16, 17]). Following the tidal deformability observation of the
GW170817 event at the premerger stage, robust lower limits can be put on the radius of merging stars’ radii, which
are around 10.7 km [11]. A more detailed result from LIGO-Virgo Collaboration is 11.9+1.4−1.4 km at the 90% level [10].
On the other hand, it has been established that the star radius is rather sensitive to the symmetry energy (essen-
tially its slope L) with the maximum mass only slightly modified (see, e.g., [18, 19, 20]). A smaller L (softer symmetry
energy) leads to a smaller radius. Therefore, it is meaningful to study the relation of the tidal deformability with the
uncertain L parameter, i.e., the symmetry energy slope at nuclear matter saturation. We will examine in details in this
contribution how the presently uncertain symmetry energy slope influences the tidal deformability of GW170817-
like events. We use the matter state model from the quark level and suppose the merging stars are both NSs without
strangeness phase transitions. The employed model has the advantage to tune consistently only the slope of interest
with the other saturation properties fixed at their empirical values, respectively. Brief discussions are also made on the
effect of crust-core matching and the possibility of drawing information on (inner-)crust EOS from GW signals.
MODEL
The theoretical model we employ here is the quark mean-field (QMF) model (see e.g., [16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] and
its recent extension [27]). The model starts with a flavor independent two-parameter potential, U(r) = 12 (1 + γ
0)(ar2 +
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FIGURE 1. Pressure as a function of nucleon number den-
sity for SNM, together with the constraint from collective
flow in heavy-ion collisions [28]. Note that the results for
different values of the symmetry energy slope L overlap in
this plot. The SNM EOS is compatible with the flow con-
straint. Adapted from [16].
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FIGURE 2. Symmetry energy as a function of nucleon num-
ber density with different values of symmetry energy slope
L. Colorful shadow regions represent the constraints from
isobaric analog states (IAS) and from transport in heavy-
ion collisions [29], electric dipole polarizability in 208Pb
(αD) [30], IAS and neutron skins (IAS+skin) [31], respec-
tively. For different L, the symmetry energy results are all
consistent with various nuclear experiments, with the cases
around L = 40 MeV agreeing better. Adapted from [16].
V0), confining the constituent quarks inside a nucleon. The Dirac equation of the confined quarks is written as
[γ0(q − gωqω − τ3qgρqρ) − ~γ · ~p − (mq − gσqσ) − U(r)]ψq(~r) = 0, (1)
where ψq(~r) is the quark field, σ, ω, and ρ are the classical meson fields. gσq, gωq, and gρq are the coupling constants
of σ, ω, and ρ mesons with quarks, respectively. τ3q is the third component of isospin matrix. This equation can be
solved exactly and its ground state solution for energy is
(′q − m′q)
√
λq
a
= 3, (2)
where λq = ∗q + m∗q, ′q = ∗q − V0/2, m′q = m∗q + V0/2. The effective single quark energy is given by ∗q = q − gqωω −
τ3qgqρρ and the effective quark mass by m∗q = mq −gσqσ with the quark mass mq = 300 MeV. The zeroth-order energy
of the nucleon core E0N =
∑
q 
∗
q can be obtained by solving Eq. (1). Corrections due to center-of-mass motion c.m.,
quark-pion coupling δMpiN , and one gluon exchange (∆EN)g are included to obtain the nucleon mass, see details in
[16]. With these corrections on the energy, we can then determine the mass of nucleon in medium:
M∗N = E
0
N − c.m. + δMpiN + (∆EN)g. (3)
The nucleon radius is written as
〈r2N〉 =
11′q + m′q
(3′q + m′q)(′2q − m′2q )
. (4)
The potential parameters (a and V0) are determined from reproducing the nucleon mass and radius in free space,
namely MN = 939 MeV and rN = 0.87 fm.
Then nuclear matter is described by point-like nucleons and mesons interacting through exchange of σ, ω, ρ
mesons. The cross coupling from ω meson and ρ meson is also included. The calculation of confined quarks gives the
relation of effective nucleon mass as a function of σ field, which defines the σ coupling with nucleons (depending
on the parameter gσq). The meson coupling constants are fitted by reproducing the empirical saturation properties of
nuclear matter. mσ = 510 MeV, mω = 783 MeV, and mρ = 770 MeV are the meson masses. The QMF framework
describes consistently a nucleon and many-body nucleonic system from a quark potential.
The Lagrangian for describing nuclear matter is written as:
L = ψ
(
iγµ∂µ − M∗N − gωNωγ0 − gρNρτ3γ0
)
ψ − 1
2
(∇σ)2 − 1
2
m2σσ
2 − 1
3
g2σ3 − 14g3σ
4
+
1
2
(∇ρ)2 + 1
2
m2ρρ
2 +
1
2
(∇ω)2 + 1
2
m2ωω
2 +
1
2
g2ρNρ
2Λvg2ωNω
2, (5)
where gωN and gρN are the nucleon coupling constants for ω and ρ mesons. From the quark counting rule, we obtain
gωN = 3gωq and gρN = gρq. There are six parameters (gσq, gωq, gρq, g2, g3,Λv) in the Lagrangian. Recently, several
new QMF parameter sets have been fitted by reproducing the saturation density n0 = 0.16 fm−3 and the corresponding
values at saturation point for the binding energy E/A = −16 MeV, the incompressibility K = 240 MeV [32, 33], the
symmetry energy Esym = 31 MeV [34], the symmetry energy slope L = 20 − 80 MeV [34, 35] and the effective
mass M∗N = 0.77. We refer to [16] for the detailed values of model parameters. We report in Figure 1 and Figure 2 the
resulting EOS in symmetric nuclear matter (SNM) and the symmetry energy, respectively. We see overall good agree-
ments of them with various laboratory nuclear experiments. The slope L changes evidently the density dependence
of the symmetry energy, and different outcomes deviate more at higher densities. The current laboratory constraints
seem favor the cases around L = 40 MeV.
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FIGURE 3. Pressure of neutron star matter as a function of both energy density and number density, with different values of
symmetry energy slope L. The colour coding is the same with Fig 2. The insets show the crust-core matching details. The core
EOS is from the present QMF calculation. The inner (outer) crust EOS is the usual NV (BPS) one [36, 37]. We keep the energy
density as increasing functions of P, using simple horizontal cutoff if necessary, for example in the cases of L = 20, 25 MeV.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For calculating the EOS of NS matter, we introduce beta-equilibrium and charge neutrality condition between nucleons
and leptons. Figure 3 presents the resulting EOS of NS matter with different values of symmetry energy slope L. We
glue different core EOSs to the same NV + BPS crust EOS [36, 37], keeping the pressure P as increasing functions of
the energy density ρ. The matching procedure can be different as discussed in [38], and the proper way to do is using
Maxwell construction, guaranteeing that the pressure is an increasing function of both the density and the chemical
potential. We plan to further improve this part after finishing developing the unified EOS in our model. Presently it is
important to note that there may be no thermodynamic consistency, or the speed of sound may be unphysical in some
L cases. Since it is the P(ρ) function enters the TOV equations, we make use of the present collections of the star
EOSs, and move forwards to discuss the resulting mass-radius relations, as well as the tidal deformability of merging
system, focusing on the effects of both the slope parameter and the behaviour of the matching interface.
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FIGURE 4. NS EOSs within QMF with different values of symmetry energy slope L, to be compared with the favored regions
from ab-initio calculations at subsaturation density in chiral effective field theory and at very high density in perturbative QCD.
The blue region at lower densities is from the calculation of pure neutron matter incorporated with beta equilibrium. The lighter
blue region is the envelope of its general polytropic extensions that are causal and support a neutron star of ∼ 2M [45, 46, 47].
They are both from Hebeler et al. 2013 [39]. Other regions are from Annala et al. 2018 [40], with color coding same with [40] and
will be explained later in Figure 5.
Before doing so, we further compare our star EOSs with first-principle calculations of nuclear EOS in chiral
effective field theory and in perturbative QCD. Various preferred regions are included in our Figure 4, from Hebeler
et al. 2013 [39] and Annala et al. 2018 [40]. We see immediately that the very small and very large cases of L =
20, 25, 80MeV are not compatible with the lower density band based on chiral effective field theory [39]. The allowed
L values in our QMF model may be in the range of ∼ 30 − 60 MeV from this neutron matter constraint. And the
cases of L = 30 − 60 MeV also locate within the uncertainty bands of its general polytropic extensions over the entire
density range. The slope parameter affects more evidently the low-density ranges than the high-density ranges. The
four cases of L = 30 − 60 MeV lie within the green Λ < 400 region. Those can be more clearly seen in Figure 5 in
the plots of the NS mass-radius relations. It is expected that the TOV mass of the star hardly changes with changing
L, but there is a strong positive correlation between the slope parameter and the radius of a 1.4 M star (see more
discussion in e.g., [41, 42] and a small dependence is found, however, in [41]). L parameter does not affect much Λ,
if we consider the preferred cases of L = 30 − 60 MeV.
To understand better the relation between L and Λ, we present in Figure 5, for more L values, the results of both
Λ and the measured mass-weighed tidal deformability (Λ˜). A chirp mass of 1.188 M and mass ratio of 0.7 [9] are
employed for the calculation of Λ˜ in a binary system. Since the mass-weighed tidal deformability is expected to be
very weakly dependent on the mass ratio (see e.g., [43]), considering one mass ratio case should be representative
enough for analysis. In the more reliable ranges of L = 30 − 60 MeV within QMF, neither Λ(1.4) nor Λ˜ shows good
correlation with L. Similar results are also found by Lim & Holt 2018 [42]. Previously, we discussed this unexpected
point in [16] mainly using the relevance of a crust of a small star with a mass 1.4 M and the possibility of drawing
information on the (inner-)crust EOS from GW signals. However, the analysis of Gamba et al. [44] argued negative,
where they sampled the symmetry energy (its slope) in the interval of 30−40 MeV (30−70 MeV), reanalyzed the data
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FIGURE 5. Mass-radius relation of neutron star with different values of symmetry energy slope L, to be compared with the results
from Annala et al. 2018 [40]. Mmax stands for the maximum gravitational mass in static, or the TOV mass. Λ is the dimensionless
tidal deformability for a 1.4 M star. The mass measurements of two heavy pulsars are also shown [46, 45, 47], as well as the
specific values of Λ for four L cases. The shaded regions show the black hole limit, the Buchdahl limit and the causality limit,
respectively. Adapted from [16].
of GW170817 by adding the level of uncertainty coming from the choice of the crust structure model. In their study,
it is also true that the choice of the crust EOS affects the radii of the NSs in the coalescence (∼ 3%, and about 0.3
km), but the tidal parameters are not sensitive to the EOS at low crust densities. The GW measurements mainly probe
the high density EOS in NSs’ cores. The low sensitivity of L parameter to the tidal signal can then be understood,
considering it only affects the lower density EOS as seen in Fig 4.
We have proposed a new QMF18 EOS in our previous study [16], corresponding to the case of L = 40 MeV.
and it gives MTOV = 2.08 M and R = 11.77 km, Λ = 331 for a 1.4 M star. They are also demonstrated in Fig 5 to
fulfill the black hole limit, the Buchdahl limit and the causality limit. We become aware that it agrees perfectly with
some latest results within other theoretical framework, see, e.g., [48, 49, 50].
SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE
In summary, in this contribution, we continued our recent work [16] on NS EOS from the quark level in the light of
GW170817. We confront our results with ab-initio calculations and find satisfying agreements. Important constraints
on the parameter space of our model can be made especially from the chiral effective field study of neutron matter,
namely the slope of the symmetry energy at saturation is found to be in the range of 30 − 60 MeV within QMF.
We also pay attention to the choice of crust-core matching and its possible influences on the GW tidal signals. We
made plots for different L values on the pressure as functions of the density. The over-simplified treatment of our work
for the matching procedures, gluing different core EOSs to one crust model, prevents us discussing in a consistent
way the effect of crust EOS. However, the present calculations seem to clearly demonstrate that any claims regarding
constraining the symmetry energy parameters with GW tidal signals should be considered with caution, although it
may be safe to translate constraints on tidal deformability to constraints on the radius of merging stars.
For future plans, along this line, we can make detailed studies for tidal deformability on the interplay of the
saturation parameters with various possible strangeness phase transition [49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] at higher densities
(usually above 2ρ0). An extend QMF18 EOS with unified crust and core properties will be useful as well for supernova
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FIGURE 6. L dependence of tidal deformability: (In
solid) the tidal deformability for a 1.4 M star and (in
dashed) the mass-weighed tidal deformability Λ˜ of a bi-
nary system with a chirp mass of 1.188 M, and mass
ratio of 0.7 [9]. Taken from [16].
simulation or pulsar studies. The pulsar properties can be predicted [57] and updated studies can be done for short
gamma-ray bursts [58, 59].
Besides the proposed NS model of GW170817 in this contribution, the possibility of strange star merger for
GW170817 has been tested and brings many new perspectives not only for this single event, but for the fundamental
strong interaction, see, e.g., [17, 60, 61, 62, 63]. Also, supramassive/hypermassive magnetars as the remnants of binary
mergers if confirmed might put severe challenges to NS model since it requires the TOV mass of the underlying EOS
should be no less than ∼ 2.3M, see discussions for example in [64, 65, 66, 67, 68], although more decisive analysis
from the electromagnetic counterparts are still necessary. Realistic nuclear EOSs seem hard to be beyond this value,
see discussions in e.g., [69, 70, 71]. Our QMF model only gives a TOV mass around 2.1 M, slightly lower than the
APR one which is around 2.2 M [72]. It might be high time to resolve these tensions between microscopic many-body
calculations of nuclear matter (with or without QCD transition [73, 74]) and astrophysical NS merger observations.
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